POLITICAL THOUGHT IN ISLAM
BY SADIO AL-MAHDI
The history ol the Khilafah-the political institution
of lslam-started with the mosi brilliant career
ever in the annals of religion. Muhammed (peace

be upon him) established not only an appeal for
the salvation of mankind but also a phenomenon
unique among the prophets of Allah-the organised state.

Turkey, and other countries have followed s.-:

So we have emptied our countries from a'.
lslamic application in any serious form.

We can hardly find a Muslim country today wh,:we could genuinely feel to be lslamic. Howe'.,ethis state of affairs, dim as it looks, has prompt-:
an awakening-and lslamic awakening. A nu--
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ln the beginning was the city state of Medina,
which expanded to become a universal state'
The universal state started to decentralise in
about 980. After 1580 it started to fragment and
in 1918 the Muslim state had become national
states. AII this came about through the struggle
for power between the ditferent leaders of islam,

ber of factors contribute to this. First, all t'=
nationalist movements which benefited throu;the transfer of power in the different states ha.=
reached the end of their service, and have faile :
to deliver the goods to the people. Second, t-'

culture, the fact that there were different Ianguages spoken by different people, and then to
crown it all through the intervention of imperialism. Through the cultural impact of imperialism,
we became their proteges, their followers in
thought and ideas"

that the nature of lslam is unique. lt is uniqu=
because it has moulded us. What Roman law arc
language, Greek culture, and Christianiiy did ic

the formation of a certain Western consciousness
in our case all this was done to a large extent b.
one force, Islam. lslam has therefore precipitatec

For example when Turkish nationalism and the

the catastrophes, crises and difficulties ihrouc-

and to brlng :

which we have passed.

adopt these

the factor of territoriality, ailegiance, the factor of

Western modernism of Kamal Ataturk led to the
abolition of the Khilatah, we find that some Muslim

thinkers not only accepted the fact but began
theorising on it. Ali Abdel Raziq Al-Azhari, wrote
a book on lslam and government in which he said
that Islam was a spiritual religion like Christianity
and the fact that the Prophet, peace be upon him,
had established a state was an accident. He
claimed that the state which continued after the
Prophet was also nothing more ihan an arrangement for secular purposes of law and order. His
book maintained that Muslims should not concern
religion with any aspect of government.
When imperialism departed it handed over power

through a process of transfer that was modelled
according to their own institutions of government.
We all acquired parliamentary regimes, with the
detail of speakers and presidential guards. We

formed ou!" government exactly to the pattern that

was reigning in the different imperialist powers
that had conquered us. However, before this
happened, the Shari'ah which had been the law
of the land receded in importance. Some Muslim
states even before achieving independence rejected the Shari'ah till it only remained in the
field of personal law. Even in personal law, some
so called modernisers have abolished Shari'ah in

removal of the foreign yoke has led people to as.
themselves searching questions about their o,',identity, dignity and history. Then there is the fac:

a solidarity amongst us which has survived

a

One Muslim response which totally rejected anything to do with the West, and sought to establisn
a state completely modelled on the one the Prophet formed in Medina, without any form o'
compromise, is exemplified by the achievemeni
of the Mahdism in the Sudan. However, this was
trampled by the power of the technologically ad-

vanced Western imperialist. However, another
movement started which sought to establish a
government with all the fundamentals of lslam
maintained, but with ceriain modifications. This
movement took root in many Muslim countries
particularly Egypt, lndia, Pakistan and the Sudan.
I would iike to briefly describe the ideas of this
movement as formulated by the promineni Muslim muiahid Maulana Abul Ala Maudoodi. I think
his writings articulate this conception more than
any other. He begins by saying that lslanric gov'
ernn'lent is theo-democratic, distinguishing it from

theocracy and democracy. He holds that sovereignty in the Muslim siate belongs to Allah. All
people are Allah's vice-regents. They choose
amongst themselves one to rule, who becomes
head of state. Maudoodi discusses the function of

the legislature in an lslamic state. Strictly speaking, there is no right of legislation except with
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is also the universiiy, which has been made the
guardian of the concepts, beliefs and ideas of the
modern intelligentsia. Last but not least is the
army. lt has been made to play a role in which it
interferes, intervenes or moves into power whenever something has not gone the right rrrray. I am
not saying that these institutions have been nrade

the subject of a conspiracy beiween people running them and ihe imperialist powers. But lt is a
fact that the institutions themselves were in a
very subtle way made to play a role that ultimellely
was in contradiction and opposed to the body of
ideas and beliefs of ihe masses of the peopie.
Over and above these institutional breaks is the
appeal of new ideas to the intelligentsia. Communist and secular iiberal ideas have taken command of the mind and heart of our intelligentsia.
They play, and will play a role disproportionate
to their numbers. They command certain key
positions which gives them power. On the other
hand Muslims are inarticulate through being entangled with traditional conceptions. They have
contracted themselves out of the running of
society and influencing the making of the systern.
The internal factors which led to the Islamic Constitution movement coming to grief v,rill now be
discussed. First, an assumption was rnade that
all Muslims were ready to join in the rnarch as if
there was no need for a great rnovei'nent to first
win back Muslims to lslam, before hoping to make
them the implementers of the retigion. This was
not a valid assumpiion. Second, the intellectual
challenge of the time, in all its diversity, was not
properly met. Third, there was a lack of realisation of the power of the opposing forces.

For these reasons-external and internal-the
movement for the mocjern application of Islam
came to grief. The position now is that aithough
there is a sense of lslamic revival, as well as a
confirmation of the solidarity of the Umma in all
our hearts, we have no articulate political position.

Before clarifying this point, it is important io
recognise that there are two rnain views of
lslamic interpretation. There is the conservative
and the dynamic. Up to the Fourth century after
ihe Hijra, the dynamic interpretation dominated.
The dynamic interpretation is the readiness to
;iterpret the commands of the Qur'an and the
Sunnah in the light of the circumstances that pre.ail lt is also based on the recognition of the
::ouliar contribution of certain leading individuals.
--::e ts a preparedness to accept a certain con:- : ;r:c- of the individual who is head and
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shoulders above the others. lt is the inteiIectual
capacity and the moral calibre of such individuals
that was responsible for the intellectual founda-

tion of the great Muslim civilisation. lt dwar{ed
contemporary civilisations and proved that lslam
became a universal state not just by military and
politlcal expansion, but also througl-r the springing
of opiritual and intellectual wealth.
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This dynamism has died. It died about the Fourth

century after Hijrah. For example we get the
of lon Abdin, quoting from the messages of lbn Nagib that qiyas (judgement upon
juristic analogy) was discontinued the Fourth
century after Flijrah. The body of sunnah lsiam
became stagnant in ihe intellectual iield. There
was repetition and lack of originality. The dynamic interpretation then tried to find a channei
in the non-sunnah body of lslam, philosophy and
sufi ideas. But even here ihe dynamism came to
statement

grief. The sufis encapsulated themselves in sects,

and the philosophic attempt ended after lbn
Rushd.

ln the political field we had ihe emergence of a
despotism which suffocated all real originality. lt

started with the appointment of Yazid bin
i/iu'awiyah" The appointment of Yazid was outright power politics. We have the staternent of
Yazid ibn Al-Mogaffa in the majlis (conference)

which appointed Yazid. Al-Mogaffa said, "Amir almomineen is this (pointing to Mu'awiyah) and if
he dies then this (pointing to Razid) and for
anybody who disobeys then this (pointing to his
sword)", thereby shifting the constiiutional problem to that of power struggle. This in itself was to

some extent toierable but then later under the
Abassids there came a dependence on mercenary
troops. What was the duty of all Muslims to form

a

popular army developed

in to

professional

armies. This was a complete change in the ideal

of the defence of lslam. The tail then started
wagging the dog, and mercenary troops or professional armies started taking power, reducing

lhe khilaf ah to nothing, and maintaining a cynically
power-based system of government. This poiiiical
and intellectuai decadence contrasts with dynamism. We must recapture the dynamism if we want
the revival of lslam.

One area rqihere there is need for new ideas is in
lslam and modern political thought. For exampie
consider Nationalism. Even before imperialism
some developrnents took place in the Muslim

world that led to the birth of a certain national
consciousness. For instance in Persia arose ideas
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